**Board to Death**
*Course Design: Ben Stoeger*

**START POSITION**
Standing in Box A, wrists above respective shoulders, handgun is loaded and holstered.

**STAGE PROCEDURE**
At the signal, engage targets as visible within fault lines. Box A is part of shooting area.

**SCORING**
Comstock, 24 Rounds
120 Points

**TARGETS**
11 IPSC
2 Pepper Poppers

**SCORED HITS**
Best 2 per IPSC
Steel down = 1A

**START-STOP**
Audible - Last shot

**PENALTIES**
Per current edition of USPSA Practical Shooting Handbook

**SETUP NOTES**
Pepper Popper activates Max Trap

**RO NOTES**
Maintain target and prop position integrity throughout the match.